Let your writer's side shine!

Did you know: November is National Novel Writing Month? That’s write! This month, writers in the US of all backgrounds and skill levels are challenging themselves to write an original story and we’re encouraging Code Clubs all over the world to join in too. There’s a story inside of all of us, so why not let your writer’s side shine and tell your story using code!

I made you a book | Scratch
Bringing your coding and writing skills together might be intimidating, but this project will make sure your vision comes true by teaching you how to make a book!

Make an interactive book | Scratch, Raspberry Pi, Web browser
Take it to the next level and use this project to create an “electronic” book that your readers can interact with while they deep dive into your story!

Ada’s poetry generator | Scratch, Web browser
Set your inner poet free with this project that will teach you how to program your own poetry generator to help you create a book of poetry!

Find more projects like these at projects.raspberrypi.org!

Need more help? Here’s a few questions to get you started:

- Who is your main character? What do they want?
- Where do they have to go to get it?
- How will they get what they want?
- Who is going to help them get it?
- Will anyone try to stop them along the way?

Make sure to use the hashtag #MyCodeClub to share your story with us on social!
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